
Magnetic car holder with clip
SKU: TESUPMAGMCLIP

The compact holder that keeps your mobile phone stable on the air vent during car
journeys

WITH CLIP

The car holder is designed to keep your phone within reach in the car. The handy clip at the back has two openings: a thin one
and a wider one. This way, you can attach the holder to any type of air vent : it will remain firmly in place with no wobbling.
The exclusive SBS design makes this accessory unique and priceless.

THE MAGNET

Inside the package you will find two magnetic plates: one circular with adhesive and one square. The adhesive plate allows you
to attach your smartphone directly to the holder, while the mobile one is attached to the inside of your smartphone cover*
or to the battery slot. In the latter case, you can simply bring the device close to the holder  which will attract it  and keep
it stable. Take calls and follow GPS directions with ease.

SMALL

Easy to carry with you: its small size means you can store it in a backpack or bag. The clip is adaptable to any car, releases
quickly and is very convenient. This holder guarantees safety and convenience.

*can be used with covers up to 1mm thick for optimal attachment

KEY FEATURES:



Attaches to the air vent via the clip
diameter: 40 mm
magnetic
comes with two magnetic plates to attach the smartphone
compact

INCLUDES:

car holder
two magnetic plates



Magnetic car holder with clip
SKU: TESUPMAGMCLIP

Technical data
Coupling: Magnetic  
Coupling mode: Adjustable clip for air vent  
Material: ABS  
Dimensions: Diameter: 40 mm  
EAN: 8018417328848  
SKU: TESUPMAGMCLIP  
Weight: 20 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 50 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 230 mm  
Height Pack: 190 mm  
Weight Pack: 75 g  
Width Inner: 210 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 480 mm  
Height Inner: 110 mm  
Weight Inner: 550 g  
Width Master: 440 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 230 mm  
Weight Master: 5165 g  
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